OPENING OF FASHION AFTER FIVE/OHA SPEAKEASY 11.17.13
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1. Models do a final walk through the Onondaga Historical Association exhibit “Fashion After Five: The Clothes and Culture of the Cocktail Hour,” which was curated by Jeffrey Mayer, associate professor of fashion design at Syracuse University, and Dennis Connors, OHA curator of history. The exhibit runs through June 15, 2014.

2. Guests vote on their favorite SU fashion student designs. The top eight vote-getters are included in the exhibit.

3. OHA Executive Director Gregg Tripoli, left, describes the 1930s vintage costume associated with the history of Heuber-Breuer Construction Co. to Dick and Sandy Case.

4. The OHA “Coffee, Tea and China Shop,” or Speakeasy, also had its debut that evening. The exhibit focuses on the Prohibition era.